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Abstract—Sketching is a method used in user-centred design
to visualize first drafts of a product. In corporate environments,
sketching is often employed in ideation workshops with par-
ticipants of various disciplines including end users. The aim
of sketching is to promote communication and create a better
understanding between stakeholders. However, participants are
sometimes reluctant to engage in the activity for fear of inferior
drawing skills. In order to counteract this phenomenon, we
designed a mixed reality application that supports users in
sketching, particularly in workshop settings. Two independent
user studies showed conflicting results depending on the assumed
perspective. First hand users find that the application effectively
supports them in creating high quality sketches with high
enjoyment in the process, although they do not see creativity
enhancements or higher time efficiency. In contrast, third parties
that rate the produced artifacts could not distinguish between ap-
plication supported and free hand sketches in terms of uniformity,
comprehensibility and quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

P
ROTOTYPING is a method for early evaluation of prod-

uct designs in the user-centred design process. In pro-

totyping workshops, hand-painted drawings called sketches

serve to visualize initial design ideas quickly and easily. This

promotes communication between participants which itera-

tively contributes to a better result [1]. Sketches vary according

to the draftsman’s knowledge and skills. This happens, for

example, because users do not recognize sketched elements,

such as buttons or icons.

Our contribution is to support users in sketching and to

improve the quality of sketches. We aim to improve un-

derstanding of sketches. In this context, we evaluate if a

mixed reality application for the Microsoft HoloLens meets

the requirements as a supporting application for sketching in

prototyping workshops.

A. User-centred design process

User-centred design is an iterative process of defining and

specifying user requirements [2]. A prototype serves as a

“representation of all or part of an interactive system, that,

although limited in some way, can be used for analysis, design

and evaluation” [2]. In the creation of products, multidisci-

plinary teams support creativity and create better solutions.

This work was supported by Daimler AG

Workshops thus provide a suitable framework for the creation

of prototypes. Buxton defines sketching as the process of

quickly creating handmade drawings to visualize first drafts

[1]. According to the author, sketches mainly serve as means

of communicating design ideas. They can be distributed to

potential users for feedback. Criticism and suggestions for

improvement are most valuable in early stages of development.

Sketches also serve as documentation for the design process in

order to keep early design decisions comprehensible later on.

In sum, sketching promotes communication in design creation,

enables experimentation and supports the creative process.

B. Requirements analysis

We determine the context of use on participants of proto-

typing workshops. One target group we address consists of

persons that are well versed in the development of digital

applications but cannot draw well. The other target group

consists of end users of a planned product who have no

experience in sketching user interfaces.

Based on the context of use, we establish the following

hardware requirements for a tool that supports sketching:

1) Displaying drawing templates: The hardware should

provide a possibility of displaying drawing templates that

users can trace. Templates help the target group to draw

professionally looking sketches and support them in sketching.

2) Use of pen and paper: In the design process, designers

prefer the use of pen and paper rather than computer devices

[3], [4]. That’s why we determine that users do not have to

sketch on computer devices. This implicates that users need

their hands free for holding a pen and interact with physical

objects.

3) Fast and easy set-up: As workshops take place in

different premises, we set a mobile solution that includes a

fast and easy set-up as a further requirement.

We determine further requirements for the software. These

are derived from the definition we gave about sketching in

section I-A.

4) Improvement of the quality of sketches: We aim to

improve sketches by offering support to users for the drawing

process. We try to establish conventions for elements in

sketches. Consequently, sketches will look consistent no matter
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which user has drawn it. By this, we try to achieve a better

understanding of the sketches.

5) Not limiting creativity or discussion: Our solution sup-

ports sketching and should not interfere with the goals of the

method. By definition, sketching aims to support creativity.

Furthermore, sketches motivate workshop participants to com-

municate and discuss. A requirement that we define is thus not

to limit creativity or discussion.

6) Joy of use: Positive feelings while using a product

supports creativity [5]. Thus we aim to develop a solution

that users like to use.

C. Related Work

Studies that support paper prototyping with overhead pro-

jector and camera have been rated positively by participants

and experts [6], [7]. Such a hardware setup is time-consuming.

A study that solves this problem concerns the use of mobile

devices [8]. In this approach, the drawing is not done on paper

but on the devices. However, it has already been proven that

in early stages of design creation, designers prefer the use of

pen and paper rather than computer devices [3], [4].

Another study supports drawing with pen and paper by

applying the onion skinning technique [9]. The draftsman

holds a mobile device with one hand and draws underneath

the device with the other hand. According to the authors,

feedback was mostly positive but users considered the device

too heavy and discomfortable to hold. For further work, the

authors propose a solution for see-through displays.

SketchAR [10] is an application with drawing templates for

Augmented-Reality. The device projects drawing templates

onto a surface in the room. Users then trace the projected

lines with a pen. The application includes drawing templates

of everyday objects, such as animals, plants, and humans.

However, elements that are necessary for use in the context of

sketching digital products are missing.

An application that meets the requirements that we defined

in section I-B has not been found during research. However,

in the presented work, users accept applications supporting

prototyping positively.

II. SKETCHING TOOL

Microsofts’ HoloLens [11] meets the hardware requirements

of a supporting tool for sketching defined in section I-B.

The head-mounted device makes it possible to project digital

content onto a surface with fixed world anchors. The advantage

over smartphones is that the device is head-worn, leaving

hands free for drawing. There is no need of further technical

equipment and cables. This is suitable for workshops, as

these are often held in external premises where technical

equipment varies. As hardware requirements are met with

the HoloLens, the following section examines how to meet

software requirements defined in section I-B.

A. Concept

The tool offers graphics of UI elements for sketching, which

a user may then trace. For a better overview of the available

UI widgets, they are classified into categories. Users access

the sketching mode by choosing an UI widget from the menu.

A graphical visualization appears in front of a whiteboard. As

support in sketching, we employ the onion skinning technique

as it has been positively received in previous studies. Users

step in front of the whiteboard and trace the lines of the

projected element with a pen. Users can re-position, scale

or rotate the element. If users have painted the element,

they remove the digital projection. The hand-painted element

remains on the whiteboard.

User interact with the tool by hand gestures. Audio output

and speech commands are not used. We assume that audio

output and speech commands distract users and create distance

between user and workshop participants.

B. HoloLens prototype

The implemented prototype is shown in Fig. 1. We captured

the prototype in the Unity Editor. The first image shows the

sketch elements menu. The second image includes an UI

widget in sketch mode and the main menu below the element.

The third image displays the bounding box that allows users

to scale and rotate the sketch element.

III. USER STUDY I: USER TESTS WITH THE PROTOTYPE

We evaluated the suitability of the HoloLens prototype in

sketching workshops. We asked users to create sketches with

and without the application. Afterwards, they gave feedback

and rated their experiences in a questionnaire.

A. Participants

We selected test users without extensive experiences with

sketching to prevent influence through routine. The sample

represented users that are insecure with the sketching process.

We carried out user tests with five female and four male

participants. The age range was between 21 and 33 years.

The mean values were 4.89 for the previous experience with

smartphone apps, 1.89 for head-mounted displays and 2.89 for

sketching.

B. Design

In order to evaluate the effect of the application, we con-

ducted a within subjects design. Each test person performed

one task per condition: once only with pen and paper and once

with the aid of the HoloLens application.

In each condition the task for the participants was to sketch

an application that was defined beforehand. It was assumed

that participants were familiar with smartphone apps. We

selected apps based on a survey on the use of smartphone

functions [12]: chat, music player, picture gallery, news arti-

cles, and public transport. We also added a task planner app. A

textual specification of the use cases ensured that participants

concentrated on creating sketches instead of spending effort

to understand the task. We aimed to define an environment

similar to workshop situations and offered test users to address

the moderator for questions regarding the content of the use

case.
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Fig. 1. Images of the HoloLens prototype from the Unity Editor. The first image (from left to right) shows the sketch elements menu, the second image
shows a UI widget in sketch mode and the main menu. The third image displays the bounding box that allows users to scale the sketch element.

For each participant, we randomized the use cases and the

order of conditions to avoid carry over effects. Furthermore,

an equal distribution of the factors gender and prior experience

was considered.

C. Questionnaire criteria

Participants rate criteria on a questionnaire after having

performed the two tasks. The criteria included requirements

from section I-B and were derived from similar work [7], [8].

In the questionnaire, users rate their extent of agreement on a

Likert scale. The criteria were as follows.

1) Effectiveness: In order to answer whether the developed

application is suitable for creating sketches, the effectiveness

is evaluated. It is defined that the application is effective if the

content needed to achieve the task is available.

2) Creativity: By definition, the method sketching supports

the creative process [1]. Therefore, we evaluate whether the

test users think that the application supports them in creativity.

3) Time-efficiency: Experts determine rapid execution as

an important property of prototyping tools [7]. Since time of

execution is an uncontrollable constant that varies between

people, it is not feasible to measure it. Instead, we query an

assessment of the test users.

4) Enjoyment: Positive feelings support creativity [5]. An

expert also classifies enjoyment as important for prototyping

tools [7]. We ask users whether the solution of the task was

more fun with the support of the application.

5) Quality of results: We assume that the application is

more likely to be used if users consider the results to be more

professional than without the application.

D. Procedure

We carry out the user tests with each test person individ-

ually. After an introduction, test subjects read through the

first task and start with the head-worn HoloLens. All test

users operate the HoloLens by hand. Test users solve the

tasks uprightly in order to simulate the workshop scenario.

Fig. 2. Mean values of the criteria quality of results, time-efficiency,
creativity, enjoyment, and effectiveness. The scale ranges from one (This does
not apply) to five (This applies)

They start to sketch with a ballpoint pen on paper sheets.

After completing the first task, the test users read and solve

the second task. The moderator removes the sheets of the

first round so that the user can no longer look at them.

The test users fill out the questionnaire after completing both

assignments.

E. Results

The questionnaire evaluates the criteria quality of results,

time-efficiency, creativity, enjoyment, and effectiveness. The

results are shown in Fig. 2. The graphic includes the mean

value of the ratings from the test users per criterion.

The mean value for the quality of results represents the

highest value (M=4.22, SD=0.83). The test users agreed that

the solution of the task was more fun with the system (M=4.00,

SD=0.87). They slightly agree that the application offered the

contents they needed (M=3.78, SD=0.83). They neither agree
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nor disagree in average that the application supports their

creativity (M=3.11, SD=1.36). The only statement that test

users do not agree with is the time-efficiency of the application

(M=2.11, SD=1.27).

In a free text field for further notes, test users referred to the

HoloLens application and noted more consistency in sketches;

usage became easier after adaption; more enjoyment; added

value of support with drawing templates; suitability for large

elements instead of small elements; usage for small elements

is time-consuming and impractical; no additional support of

creativity; support for visualization of symbols; usage better

for copying the element instead of tracing lines directly from

drawing template.

IV. USER STUDY II: EVALUATION OF THE SKETCHES

We decided to conduct a subsequent study in order to eval-

uate the sketches from study I. Another group of participants

evaluates the sketches which were created with and without

the help of the application.

A. Participants

We select participants without any specific prior knowledge

for the assessment of sketches. As this work is supported by

Daimler AG, we determine German employees of the company

as population and select a random sample. The number of

employees of Daimler AG on 31.12.2017 in Germany was

172,089 [13]. In the online survey, 70 male and 25 female

persons participate. The age is given in ranges of 20-29 years

(31 participants), 30-39 (34 participants), 40-49 (16 partici-

pants), 50-59 (13 participants) and 60-69 (one participant).

No person is younger than 20 years or older than 69.

B. Design

We plan the study with a within subjects design. We use

the resulting sketches from the first study as stimulus. Each

participant evaluates sketches with both features, i.e. with and

without HoloLens application. Participants give their rating on

a Likert scale in an online questionnaire.

Each participant evaluates three out of six use cases of

each stimulus. To ensure that the same prerequisites apply to

both stimuli, the tool stores each use case once per stimulus.

We randomize the selected use cases and order of their

occurrence. We give no information about the context in

which the sketches were created. Users evaluate each use case

independently of the other.

C. Questionnaire criteria

With the criteria we selected, we aim to evaluate if the

application supported sketches look better.

1) Comprehensibility: Sketches are used to communicate

design ideas in an understandable way [1]. By this criterion

we determine whether participants recognize concepts and

elements, such as buttons, arrows or icons.

2) Basis of discussion: Sketches serve as a basis of dis-

cussion and means of getting user feedback [1]. The survey

participants evaluate if the sketches serve as a basis of discus-

sion.

3) Uniformity: We assume that more uniformity in the

presentation of the sketches leads to a better understanding.

We define uniformity in sketches if users have chosen the

same representation of elements.

4) Quality of results: The representation of sketches varies

depending on the draftsmans’ skills or the degree of maturity

of the sketches. To counteract this effect, the application

aims to improve it. Participants evaluate whether the sketches

appear to be made in a professional context, for example by

an experienced team or with the help of a tool.

D. Procedure

Participants evaluate the sketches in an online survey. Each

questionnaire starts with an introduction to sketching and the

evaluation criteria. Each of the following six pages shows a

use case consisting of three sketches and a Likert scale.

E. Results

For the results we only consider questionnaires where the

participant reached the last page. Table I shows mean values

and standard deviations for the evaluated criteria.

TABLE I
MEAN VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE EVALUATED

CRITERIA IN USER STUDY II.

Criterion Conventional sketches HoloLens sketches
Mean SD Mean SD

Uniformity 3.14 1.35 3.18 1.35
Comprehensibility 3.25 1.7 3.06 1.47
Basis of discussion 3.26 1.74 3.19 1.37
Quality of results 2.36 1.11 2.66 1.34

V. DISCUSSION

The suitability of the application for sketching is derived

from the criteria time-efficiency and effectiveness, which were

evaluated in the user tests. The results show that sketching

takes longer. Users needed time to familiarize themselves

with the device and the application. Test users searched for

suitable elements. Additionally, they needed more time to draw

elements. Interactions are unfamiliar with first-time users.

However, these limitations can be improved through training.

Not all test users stated that the required content was provided.

This can be improved easily by adding additional elements.

Based on user study II, we do not see any clear effects in

the application supported sketches. We could not prove that

sketches get more uniform with our tool. It follows that we

cannot assess whether more uniformity in the presentation of

sketches has a positive effect on comprehensibility.

Nevertheless, we recognize that test users were positive

about our application. Test users believe that they have

achieved more professional results. In addition, they enjoy

solving the task with the application. We assume that an

improvement in hardware and the application will lead to

better results in time-efficiency.

In summary, the evaluation revealed that test users rate

the application positively in terms of quality of results and

enjoyment. Accordingly, the added value of using HoloLens
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for sketching lies more in the use of the application than in

resulting sketches. The application seems suitable to solve

inhibitions of participants of prototyping workshops towards

the method sketching. Thus, the application appears to be

useful to familiarize participants with sketching. As test users

say they have had more fun and think that the resulting

sketches are more professional, it is conceivable to involve

participants of workshops in the sketching process. Through

the increased involvement of participants, we could encourage

communication and discussion. Since this is one of the main

reasons to use sketching, we suggest further investigation

about the benefits of the application.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We investigated how a mixed reality application supports

the method sketching in prototyping workshops. We described

the suitability of the Microsoft HoloLens as a device for an

application in sketching. The target group for the application

are participants of prototyping workshops. We proposed draw-

ing templates to support the sketching process and familiarize

participants with the method.

We implemented a prototype on HoloLens. The device

projects drawing templates onto a wall where users then trace

the element with pen on a paper. In user tests, we evaluated

the added value of the tool. As a result, the application has

been well received by users. We therefore propose to carry

out further studies. It seems interesting to put the focus of

evaluation on user experience to determine the involvement of

participants in the sketching process.

For better results in an evaluation of usability and user

experience, we suggest to continue development of the proto-

type by expanding the range of UI widgets and improving the

interaction concept. We suggest minimizing direct interaction

by the user within the application.

Another relevant criterion is technology acceptance. If users

do not want to use the device in workshops because they feel

restricted or not taken seriously, the application will not be

used. In addition, we suggest the evaluation of the suitability

in collaborative group work. The application can furthermore

be extended so that several HoloLens devices can be connected

so that users can work together in remote work scenarios.
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